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ABSTRACT

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has for several years been working -with revision, design,
implementation, test and evaluation of advanced alarm annunciation systems. The methods
explored include alarm processing and presentation, model-based fault detection and function-
oriented plant surveillance. The systems are studied through experiments in HAMMLAB
(HAlden Man-Machine LABoratory).

This paper covers alarm handling methods and techniques explored at the Halden Project, and
describes current status on the research activities on alarm systems.

Alarm systems are often designed by application of a bottom-up strategy, generating alarms at
component level. If no structuring of the alarms is applied, this may result in alarm avalanches
in major plant disturbances, causing cognitive overload of the operator. An alarm structuring
module should be designed using a top-down approach, analysing operator's tasks, plant states,
events and disturbances.

One of the operator's main tasks during plant disturbances is status identification, including
determination of plant status and detection of plant anomalies. The main support for this is
provided through the alarm system, the process formats, the trends and possible diagnosis
systems. The alarm system should both physically and conceptually be integrated with all these
systems.

It is important to have flexible and powerful tools to simplify design and maintenance of
advanced alarm systems. COAST (Computerized Alarm System Toolbox) was developed to
facilitate implementation of diverse methods for alarm generation and structuring in new alarm
systems for different industrial processes. The first application using COAST, CASH
(Computerized Alarm System for HAMMLAB), is an advanced alarm system utilizing different
alarm processing and presentation techniques to reduce the operator's cognitive load. For
additional information when he/she is diagnosing disturbances, possibilities for interactive
search for relevant information in the alarm system is provided. Thus the alarm system provides
the operators with information needed in different phases of a process disturbance.

CASH is used in alarm experiments in Hammlab, and different presentation means and different
degree of suppression are tested in this alarm system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main tasks for operators in nuclear power plants is to identify the status of the process
when unexpected or unplanned situations occur. The alarm system is the main information
source to detect disturbances in the process, and alarm handling has received much attention after
the Three Mile Island accident in 1979 [1]. It was realized that conventional alarm systems
created cognitive overload for the operators during heavy transients.

In the early eighties, the Halden Project developed an alarm system called HALO (Handling
Alarms using LOgic) using logic filtering to reduce the number of active alarms during process
transients [2]. HALO has been subject to a number of evaluation experiments with different
presentation techniques [3].

Early Fault Detection (EFD) by use of model-based alarms has been a research topic at the
Project for several years. The method used is to run small, decoupled models which calculate the
state of the process assuming no faults, in parallel with the process. The behaviour of these
models is then compared with the behaviour of the real process, and if there is a deviation, an
alarm is issued. One will only get one EFD alarm for one fault, and operators thus get better time
for recovery actions. Prototypes developed for simulators and installations in real power plants,
e.g. the Imatran Voima owned plant in Loviisa, Finland, have demonstrated the feasibility of this
methodology, provided that enough measurements are available for the process area considered
[4].

In case of major disturbances in a plant with a large number of alarms, a function-oriented
approach is often used to monitor plant status. Instead of looking at single systems or variables
and alarms within a system, one monitors critical safety functions in terms of whether these
functions are challenged. The Halden Reactor Project investigated the Critical Safety Function
concept in several studies in the period from 1983 to 1987 in cooperative projects with
Combustion Engineering, U.S.A., and the Finnish utility Imatran Voima. Particularly, the human
factors experiment with the Success Path Monitoring System (SPMS) did clearly show distinct
improvements in operator performance with respect to taking appropriate corrective actions in
disturbance situations [5].

Another example is the post trip guidance system SAS-II [6]. It surveys four critical safety
functions, which are defined in terms of logic diagrams. These are also a part of the interface to
the operator. Colour coded logic diagrams are used to explain why the critical safety function is
challenged.

Four years ago the Halden Project took up the thread making new alarm systems. We realized
that effective handling and integration of different types of alarms in one system improve the
operator's overview and thereby the overall safety of an industrial plant. To enable building of
specific alarm systems for different plants with varying demands, we made a generic
Computerized Alarm System Toolbox, COAST [7]. The first application utilizing COAST is
the new alarm system in Hammlab, CASH (Computerized Alarm System for Hammlab) [8]. A
top down design was utilized, putting the operator in focus, and the requirements for the alarm
system were based on his/ her work situation and capabilities.

Our research laboratory HAMMLAB is an experimental control room equipped with the PWR
simulator NORS (NOkia Research Simulator) as process. Currently 16 screens are available for
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process displays, alarm displays, or displays for other systems. The laboratory is our main
facility for carrying out human factors research and operator support system evaluation.

2. OPERATOR TASKS

The operator's work consists partly of routine tasks and handling of known situations and
planned changes. However, the real challenge for operators is to handle unexpected and
unplanned situations. A model of operator's tasks can be given as: Status Identification, Action
Planning and Action Implementation. To be able to handle unknown process situations, the
operator should have access to an alarm information system which is adapted to his status
identification task. He should be able to shift between different levels of information according
to his own problem solving strategy.

2.1 Status Identification

Fig. 1 shows a simplistic model of the process in case of a disturbance situation, and the
corresponding operator tasks within status identification: Detect that something is wrong and
determine plant status, diagnose initiating event, and predict possible effects. Sometimes there
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Fig. 1 A simplified model of the plant and corresponding operator tasks.

is not time to find the cause of the disturbance, and the main concern is always to maintain the
plant in a safe state. Instead of trying to diagnose the initiating event, the operators then
monitors important symptoms and critical safety functions in terms of whether these functions
are challenged.

If the operator has the time to investigate further, he/she tries to diagnose the initiating event.
He/she may use all kinds of systems for this task, e.g. process formats, trends, alarms and
possible diagnosis systems. An alarm system should give the operators a better overview of the
situation and a better background for his/her diagnosis.

One example of a system which not diagnoses the fault, but issues a more accurate alarm, is
Early Fault Detection [4]. It gives early warnings on failures, and pinpoints the place in the
process where something is wrong. The detailed diagnosis is then left to the operator/ plant
engineer (or to a detailed diagnosis system).
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3. OBJECTIVES OF ALARM SYSTEMS

Our definition of an alarm is:

Alarm: An alarm indicates an abnormal state or combination of states which requires attention
from the operator.

The main objective of an alarm system is that it should fulfil the following four basic functional
criteria, see Ref. [2].

• It should alert the operating staff to the fact that a process or system deviation exists.
It should inform the operating staff about the priority and nature of the deviation.

• It should guide the operating staffs initial response to the deviation.
• It should confirm, in a timely manner, whether the operating staffs response corrected

the deviation.

The alertion of an alarm is typically performed by use of visual and/or audible effects, and these
are reset automatically or manually. In the initial phase of a transient the priority and nature
(information) of the deviation can also be encapsulated in the alarm. The alarm system should
guide the operating staff in the right direction, towards the current abnormalities in the process,
by helping them to select the right information and neglect the non-important information.
When they do corrective action(s) or monitor the automatic actions performed, the alarm system
should contribute to the operator's knowledge: After the action(s) is initiated the alarm system
should confirm whether this response affected the process situation.

Even though each individual alarm might fulfil the above requirement, there is no guarantee that
the overall alarm system fulfils it. Thus the inform and guide objectives stated above may lead to
different conclusions dependent on whether one is working with and designing single alarms in
the generation phase (bottom-up), or designing the whole alarm system by applying structuring
(to-down). On each alarm the proper alerting, information and guiding only depends on the
alarm annunciation. However, for the whole system one has to consider whether the single alarm
is relevant within the total situation of the plant.

Increased processing performed by the alarm system will influence the allocation of functions
between man and machine. Much emphasis must be put on what kind of alarm information
which should be presented, and how the alarm information should be presented. When moving
tasks from the operator to the computer there may be a possibility that the operator becomes too
confident in the computer, failing to rely on his own process knowledge when computers arrive
at conflicting conclusions. The alarm system should be designed to assist the operator, help him
to diagnose correctly, and to increase his knowledge, all by presenting only relevant data.

4. DESIGN OF THE NEW ALARM SYSTEM, CASH

The main goals to be achieved by CASH are stated as follows:

• Be a flexible alarm system fittod to experimental purposes in HAMMLAB, reached by
- highly flexible and maintainable software.
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• Exemplify a beyond state-of-the-art alarm system, including
- a high degree of suppression of non-important alarms, and

an efficient Man-Machine Interface.

• Be compatible for new and retrofitted control rooms.

4.1 General Design Principles

An optimal alarm system should be tailor-made to the human's mental limitations and
capabilities. The limitations are mainly in areas like memory and work load capacity. On the
advantage side, the human brain has strong associative and pattern recognition capabilities,
which are very flexible and may be adapted to several working situations. The information
presented to the operators should be selected so that both the number of conceptual units to be
mentally processed, their associated processing times, and the number of stages in the mental
processing are at their minimum.

When the operator has to rely on fewer information units, it is not good enough to only reduce
the number of alarms. One should make new information units including more information,
which are directly related to the operator's mental model of the plant. By such highlevel
conceptual units, e.g. high-level alarms, the operator can fast understand the situation at hand.
Thus it is not always so that making new types of alarms will increase the load of the operator.
By introducing these high-level conceptual units the load may instead be decreased, concretely
by replacing several other alarms.

An overview display should integrate alarm and process information, since the operators in their
mental model of the process use as input both process parameters and alarms. To niinimize
cognitive overload and human-system interactions, alarm and process information should
preferably be presented on one overview display, because the operator does not have to extract
relevant alarm and process information from different displays and put it together in his mental
model of the process. His information gathering and cognitive workload are thereby reduced.
Also, the human-computer interaction, i.e., the number of display retrievals, use of keyboard,
trackerball, etc., is minimized.

A key factor in the design of an efficient alarm system is the level of alarm discrimination, i.e.,
the alarm system's ability to suppress all non-important alarms from the overview display. To
obtain a high degree of alarm discrimination, it is mandatory to build into the system an
extensive amount of detailed process knowledge. To support operator decision-making the
system should not remove any information, only suppress non-important alarms from the
overview display. "Suppress" means that the alarm message is not presented on the overview
display, however it is still available on additional displays, like selective displays. When time is
available, the operators can get supportive and complementary information from these displays.
While efficiency and high relevance are the issues on the overview display, flexibility and details
are keywords for selective displays.

This supports the different operator tasks stated in chapter 2: The overview display is the main
source for determination of plant status. For more detailed diagnosis of plant anomalies,
additional information sources like process displays and selective displays (or also early fault
detection systems or diagnosis systems) are used.
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Three stages are defined: Alarm generation, alarm structuring and alarm presentation. The alarm
generation, including determining which signals to give alarms and what priority to make these
alarms, should be done in a bottom-up approach. The engineer has to determine locally that this
signal could require operator attention, and how urgent an alarm might be (to determine the
priority). The alarm structuring, determining which alarms should be presented on the overview
and on the process displays in different process states, should be done globally, in a top-down
approach. In this way plant system states (like turbine trip) or plant modes (like shutdown) may
be included to determine whether alarms should be shown or not.

4.2 CASH Alarm Presentation

High-level conceptual units are used in the presentation. They are defined according to the
operator's mental model of the plant, based on his training and experience. For instance, "turbine
trip" means something very specific for an operator. In his mental model of "turbine trip" a lot of
information and plant knowledge is embedded. The set of high-level conceptual units includes
all well-defined plant modes and plant system states in addition to key alarms.

Being the main alarm system in our man machine laboratory HAMMLAB, one major goal with
CASH was to be able to test different ways of presenting alarms. CASH is utilizing the highly
flexible Picasso-3 system [9] for presenting alarms, thus the flexibility of the presentation part is
very high.

The first prototype of CASH was finished in 1994, and an MMI with two hierarchical levels of
information was made [8]. Level 1 is the overview display that supplies the operators with plant
wide key process information and non-suppressed alarms. Level 2 is composed by alarm
selective displays, which show more detailed alarm lists, and NORS process displays, which
include alarms. Two screens are used for the overview, one for the primary and one for the
secondary side.

All irrelevant information is removed from the overview level to avoid information overload.
The dark screen concept is important to obtain optimal working conditions:

• When a plant/process is operating normally without malfunctioning, NO alarm signals
should be on.

The dark screen concept is a logical consequence of the alarm definition, that something must be
wrong when alarms are issued, or else the situation would not require attention from the operator.

In the overview display, a major characteristic is that the spatial allocation of conventional alarm
systems is partly kept and combined with chronological alarm lists. Except for key process
parameters, the overview is based on the dark panel concept. The overall process is represented,
but divided into 10 main system/function groups. Each group has an allocated window for
presentation of all the related alarms. In addition, area is allocated for presentation of a selected
set of key process parameters, active plant mode and plant system states, and alarm statistics,
refer Fig. 2. The alarm groups help the operators to immediately locate the disturbance. This
solution allows to some extent spatial recognition to identify alarms. Each group contains a
finite number of messages in chronological order to facilitate scanning and assimilation.
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Fig. 2 Layout of the Secondary Side CASH Overview Screen

The selective displays in the first prototype provide the operators with additional information
about abnormalities in the plant. They have the flexibility of choosing different alarm lists
according to their needs and preferences. These displays represent a major improvement to the
existing alarm systems, because they will help operators understand what is happening, assisting
them in their diagnosis tasks, and confirming or disconfirming their hypothesis. Trend displays
will also be available from CASH as well as the other process related displays. In the future also
events should be included in the selective displays. Fig. 3 shows the selection part of the
selective displays, where the operators may select from which systems and what kind of alarms
to be displayed.

The dark screen concept and the definition of an alarm applies to the overview display snrl the
initial slertion of the r)nerntorc. However this consent is not valid for the selective and process
displays: Alarms are not removed from the system, but are presented on these other displays
with static alarm priorities as status information, which is normal today in many control rooms.
The advantage is that the operator knows by a glance that there is for example a high level hi a
tank if there is a red spot in the process picture. However, suppressed alarms are not alerted with
sound to the operator, even if they're still present in these displays. Thus this way of designing
the alarm system concedes both to the ideal definition of an alarm, and to the use of an alarm
system as a tool to investigate the process.
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Fig. 3 Upper Part of the Selective Display

The COAST feature of generating new alarm lists on-line is fully utilized in the selective
displays. Actually, when different buttons are pushed in the display in Fig. 3, the condition for
selecting alarms into a new alarm list is generated and sent on-line to COAST which makes a
new alarm list.

The prototype of CASH was used in staffing and human error experiments in HAMMLAB the
autumn 1995. The alarm system was not the main issue, so we do not yet have an evaluation of
this presentation.

However, we are now conducting major alarm system experiments in cooperation with the US
NRC. Three different types of alarm presentation are tested: Tiles (simulated on eight screens),
alarm lists on two screens, and a mixed approach with lists on two screens and key alarms on two
tile screens. All three approaches utilizes process overview on two screens in addition to detailed
process formats. In the pure list based approach alarms are integrated in the process displays, in
the other two not. Fig. 4 shows the secondary part of the mixed approach, with key alarms in
tiles and alarm lists on the upper screens, and process overview below:

In addition the testing is handling different levels of alarm suppression. No results are available
from these experiments yet, but the process of making both different structuring and several
different displays has gone very smooth.

4.3 Alarm Generation in CASH

The alarm generation module generates different types of alarms which we classify as Basic
alarms or High-level alarms. Basic alarms are generated either directly from binary signals or
when analog signals violate their respective alarm limits. Examples are conventional alarms, rate
of change alarms and automatics/process deviation alarms.

High-level alarms are generated by means of any logical or arithmetic calculation using several
alarms and/or process measurements. These high-level alarms are intended to inform the
operator about unexpected changes in the availability of major plant systems. They may also
inform about challenged plant functions. Examples are group alarms, plant system state alarms,
and missing alarms. Missing alarms are generated when expected alarms do not occur.
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Fig. 4 Secondary Side of One Alarm Experiment Set-up with Mixed Lists and Titles in
Addition to Process Overview

Two static priorities are defined in CASH: First priority (red), requires immediate operator
response, while second priority (yellow), requires operator response within limited time.

4.4 Alarm Structuring in CASH

In the HALO work, it was shown that a significant amount of alarms may be filtered. However,
they were removed from any presentation, and one should be very certain that the operators do
not need an alarm before it is filtered in this way. An important requirement in CASH was not to
remove any alarms completely from the reach of the operator. There was given a set of
predefined alarms in the simulator (like on most plants). The goal of CASH with respect to
alarm reduction, was therefore to devise methods, so that the set of defined alarms are only
presented when they really are alarms according to the alarm definition. Another goal was to be
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able to test varying suppression levels, thus putting high demands on flexibility. This is reached
through utilizing the alarm system toolbox COAST [7].

The most important objective of alarm structuring is to reduce the avalanche of alarms during a
major plant disturbance. An important objective is also to group and sort alarms in such a way
that the presentation is optimized with respect to the operators' information needs. Structuring is
here being considered as a method to reduce the information load on the operators without
removing any significant alarm information from the alarm system itself.

Several alarm reduction techniques are provided that actually do not constitute well-separated
suppression methods with sharp boundaries. The operators do not need to discriminate the
different techniques, but will use the results from the different grouping and sorting criteria. The
high level conceptual units work as the main suppression conditions at the top level.

• Plant Mode Suppression: At any time, CASH defines a unique plant operative mode
which is used for alarm suppression, e.g. Power Operation and Start-up.

• Plant System State Suppression: Status of major plant components and plant subsystems
are defined and used for alarm suppression as well as for alarm grouping. For example,
if a process part is by-passed, all alarms within the area will be suppressed. Other
examples of defined plant system states are: Turbine trip, trip of main circulation pump,
repot, scram.

In the current implementation of CASH, plant mode suppression is not used as extensively as
plant system state suppression. Similar degree of suppression as when using plant modes may be
reached by utilizing a combination of plant system states. The plant system state suppression is
simpler to implement and easier to maintain, because it is more distributed, so one plant system
state suppresses fewer alarms. Thus the physical relationships are easier to find and verify.

• Dynamic Suppression Limits are a new feature introduced in CASH to handle
consequence alarms. After a well known disturbance, such as a turbine trip, related
process parameters fluctuate and violate their alarm limit. To some degree, this
behaviour is however "normal" for the given process situation, and the alarm can be
suppressed. By using simple techniques, bounding curves are defined and will suppress
the alarms as long as the measurements do not violate the expected domains. This
method maintains the possibility of annunciating an alarm if the value of the
measurement fluctuates more than normal in a given transient.

Logic is used extensively to fulfil many types of structuring. Boolean algebra and the logic
operations are well defined and extensively used throughout the world. Logic operators are used
in all sciences and are also suitable for alarm filtering and suppression.

One important feature of CASH is the possibility to organize all the alarm information on the
operator's demand, and requirements put up by the design of the overview. Several different
grouping and sorting criteria are required for the overview display, but also for the selective
displays. Some examples of grouping criteria that support operator pattern recognition are: Plant
system, alarms specified by filtering condition, alarm priority, alarms suppressed by Plant mode
or Plant system state, and alarms specified by time criteria.
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A CASH alarm object sheet is used to define an alarm and its suppression conditions. It was
found to be a good feature to implement structuring conditions and methods, and it provides a
systematic overview of the implementation.

5. COAST

COAST is a generic tool for building and executing alarm systems for complex industrial
processes, like oil production platforms or nuclear power plants. The emphasis is on alarm
generation by means of diverse methods and alarm structuring by means of several and flexible
techniques.

To enable building of specific alarm systems for different plants with varying demands, COAST
is made generic and object-oriented. For the validity and the correctness of the alarm system, it
is important that the alarm system designer is given the opportunity to construct the alarm system
in a clear and straight-forward way, with a good overview of the system at hand.

In COAST, features such as declaring generic descriptions of system components in alarm
classes and then specifying many objects from one class, simplifies the construction of an alarm
system. Coupling to different processes is easily made through an application programmer's
interface.

COAST contains basic functionality for generating alarms by several different methods, e.g.
model-based and function-oriented alarms, inside the same framework. COAST also contains
strong functionality to filter and suppress conventional alarms, as well as good possibilities for
other types of structuring of alarms through user specified relations. This feature may be used to
define cause consequence relations between alarms.

COAST has no graphic capabilities, but will feed any graphical system with the required alarm
information and alarm lists. However, COAST provides powerful on-line selective capabilities
through which users may interact with the alarm system in very flexible ways. Thus, COAST
opens for construction of advanced alarm systems which not only will be the alarm annunciation
system, but also a major information source for operators when diagnosing the cause of the plant
anomaly.

The experience gained from the work with various alarm systems was utilized when designing
the basic functionality of COAST. The goal was to be able to easily apply advanced alarm
handling methods to several different processes, e.g. nuclear power plants or oil production
platforms, and to be flexible regarding which methods to use in different applications. It should
thus be possible to utilize COAST to make most kinds of alarm systems.

COAST is meant to be an add-on possibility to conventional process control systems. It is also
easy to couple COAST to an existing alarm system. Existing alarms will then be structured or
filtered by COAST before presentation. Fig. 5 shows how COAST may be coupled to existing
systems.
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Fig. 5 COAST as an add-on module to a process control system

Main features of COAST:

Alarm System Definition: A COast LAnguage, COLA, is available to build alarm systems. It
is a high level language influenced by natural language, it supports object-orientation and has
strong expressive power for arithmetic and logic expressions. COLA's high abstraction level
saves the users of COAST from low level programming. A beta version of an editor is also
made. It emphasizes reuse of alarm classes through class libraries and structuring of the alarm
system through alarm object hierarchies.

COLA is a declarative language, where one may write down the definitions and couplings
between alarms without thinking of the sequence in which they have to be updated and so on.
Therefore it is easy to make definitions which correspond directly to the structure in the CASH
alarm object sheet; i.e. the mapping between the conceptual alarm system and the
implementation is very easy, making the code itself very simple. This also simplifies verification
of the alarm system implementation versus the design.

On-line Alarm Processing: The COAST kernel is running on-line, utilizing the definitions
made in COLA. The kernel is event driven and takes care of all processing of alarms when
process data are entered to the system by external applications through the Application
Programmer's Interface, API. The API is a function library which is included in external
application programs, and process data may be either measurements or (pre)generated alarms.
The results from the processing in the kernel are fed to a graphical system. Note that COAST
does not present anything itself, but the coupling to external systems is easy, so COAST may
feed any graphical system with the resulting alarm lists.

Alarm List Extraction: In order to get access to the alarms generated by the COAST kernel, the
external application asks the kernel for a selection of alarms. These selections are written using
COLA-light, a subset of COLA containing the selection facilities of COLA, offering the
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possibility to search among existing alarm objects. It does not define new objects in the kernel.
An example of such a selection could be all alarms that have status on, and belongs to a certain
subsystem of the plant. These selections can be predefined, or new selections can be specified
on-line by application programs in order to obtain new lists of alarms, as done in the CASH
selective displays. This provides a very powerful and flexible possibility to create selective
displays which the operator may use in his investigation. Whenever new alarms occur which fit
a selection criterion, they are automatically sent to the application.

COAST facilitates easy modification of alarm generation and structuring. As an example, when
designing a new overview display in CASH we wanted to know how many active non-
suppressed alarms of first and second priority we had on each process format. This was easily
solved by adding one attribute and two methods to our main alarm class.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Proper design of alarm systems should take into account the role of the alarm system within the
total I&C system at the plant, and especially the role of the alarm system versus the operators'
tasks in the control room.

The staffing and human error experiments in HAMMLAB the autumn 1995 proved that the first
version of CASH was reliable and had a satisfying performance to act as the main alarm system
in all scenarios tested in the experiments, which included accident transients.

Different alarm presentation and structuring are now tested in HAMMLAB. The flexibility of
CASH, both with respect to alarm processing and alarm presentation, is crucial to be able to set
up different systems for experiments. By using COAST we can easily modify alarm generation
and structuring, while Picasso-3 ensures flexible presentation solutions.

The main goals of CASH: A high degree of alarm suppression, efficient MMI, flexible software
fitted for experimental purposes and compatibility for other control rooms, are reached through:

• Presenting key alarms and process information in one overview display supporting
detection of disturbances and determination of plant status.

• Presenting suppressed alarms in process displays and in selective displays, supporting
diagnosis of the initiating event of the disturbance.

Utilizing high-level units which are compatible with the operator1 s mental model of the
plant in the presentation and as suppression criteria.

• Use of COAST and Picasso-3, which has made CASH a flexible alarm system fitted to
experimental purposes.

COAST provides the flexibility needed to implement advanced alarm systems for research. It
also enables building of specific systems for different plants, as "add-on" to the existing process
control systems.
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